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iNTRODUCTION

Among the existing methods proposed for size distribution measurements, the most prevalent is on the basis of electrical mobility. Electrical mobility, a function of

particle diameter and charge, defines the ability of charged particles to move through a medium in response to an electric field. Knowing induced charge on a

particle and its electrical mobility reveals the size of particle. Electrical Mobility Spectrometers (EMSs) are instruments by which aerosol nano particles are

classified according to their electrical mobility. Thereupon, size distribution of particles can be interpreted by inversion of electrical mobility spectra to size spectra.

In this method, aerosol passes through a charger before entering an analyzer (EMS).The EMS has a short column, made of two concentric cylindrical electrodes.

The electric field is created by maintaining the central electrode rod at a high voltage while the outer electrode is grounded. A number of electrometer rings are

laid along the outer cylinder separated from each other by insulating gaps. Charged particles are routed to the classifier and accelerated to land on detecting rings

due to the electric force pushing them away from the central rod. The electric current delivered to the electrometers and recorded as signal I implies the landing

position and particles concentration. The landing position is affected by the geometry, flow characteristics and operating condition of the instrument, as well as

charge and diameter of the particle. Knowing the landing position is equivalent of knowing electrical mobility and hence, charge-diameter relation. If the exact

induced charge is known, the diameter (hence the size spectrum S(d)) can be easily calculated from signal I. However, because of uncertainties in the instrument

and charging process which by itself is random and subjected to probabilities, the induced charge cannot be defined exactly. This makes the signal I received by

each size class fuzzy, and inversion of signal to size spectrum S(d) unstraightforward and ill posed. An schematic EMS is illustrated in Fig. 1.

OVERVIEW - OBJECTIVE

In this study, based on Bayesian interpretation, a

procedure for inversion of mobility distribution to

size distribution is proposed to elevate the

accuracy of inversion through a priori knowledge

on size distribution of injected particles and

instrument responding behavior captured by

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis. A

database containing size distributions of injected

particles and corresponding mobility distributions

reported by the classifier is constructed from

tracking 10000 particles of poly-disperse size.

The instrument responding behavior which is

controlled by the transfer function of the

instrument, normally acquired through calibration

of the device, is captured and obtained by the

CFD-generated database. The focus in the

present work was on derivation of governing

equations for calibration and size distribution

prediction based on Bayesian statistical

framework. Through Bayesian analysis, we

predicted size distributions from transferred

signals (constructed by injection of particles) and

compared our predictions to the exact size

distributions. Subsequently, we discussed the

sensitivity and accuracy of the predictions with

respect to the number of detectors.

FIGURE 1. Classification of particles in an EMS

CONCLUSIONS

It was found that the size distribution predictions were strongly sensitive to the number of detectors and noisy response when size distribution assumed to be of unimodal distribution. Without any assumption on size distribution function, predictions were moderately

sensitive to noisy response in comparison. As the number of detectors grows, measurement accuracy also increases and this effect was more evident for measuring unimodal aerosols than for bimodal. The improvement of accuracy from 9 to 12-chanel EMS is less

obvious than improvement from 6 to 9-channel EMS. This suggests that for unimodal and bimodal aerosols optimum number of detectors would be between 6 and 12.

RESULTS
Three electrode configurations 12, 9 and 6-channel EMS were examined in this study to analyze sensitivity of size measurements to the added noise (without size function

assumption). Measurements of unimodal and bimodal aerosols with 1% standard deviation for noise are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 compares noisy predictions of 12 and 6 channel

EMS assuming 1%, 2% and 3% standard deviations for noise. Four configurations 12, 9, 6 and 3 channels EMS were examined to analyze sensitivity (with unimodal size function

assumption). Measurements of unimodal aerosol with 10% standard deviation for noise are shown in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 3. Heat-maps of surface f showing signal intensity and their 

corresponding total signal in the second row. Total signal for all 12 channels shown in 

the last row

FIGURE 4. Measurements of unimodal and bimodal aerosols with 1% standard 

deviation for noise 
FIGURE 5. Measurements of unimodal aerosol with 1%, 2% and 3% standard 

deviations for noise 

FIGURE 6. Measurements of unimodal aerosol with 10%, standard deviation for 

noise using EMS with 12, 9, 6 and 3 channels. 


